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Special Edition produced in a limited series of 100 pieces
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Elegance in Heritage
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As 2016 draws to a close, MER-AIR-TERRE is delighted to present its latest creation in watch-making,
produced in a limited edition: the automatic electric watch MATWATCHES AG7 XL Limited Edition.
MATWATCHES is constantly seeking new and distinctive designs, and once again it is enhancing its
High-Command range with two new models with unique design features, understated and refined,
elegant in appearance yet undeniably sporty.
This watch is set in a stainless steel casing, 316L by 42.5mm diameter, with a polished bezel and
sapphire crystal treated to be anti-reflective and non-scratch. Its ergonomic shape and short and
integrated lugs offer a perfect fit to the wrist so that its owner will forget they are wearing it. Its crown,
bearing the MATWATCHES logo and its screw-fitted case back give it waterproofness of up to 200
metres. The words ‘Edition Speciale’ engraved on the caseback reinforce the unique character of this
timepiece.
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As for its movement, the AG7
XL is equipped with an
automatic electric motor. Its
oscillating weight is used to
recharge an accumulator which
enables it, when recharged, to
function for approximately 120
days.

For the dial, this independent
watch-maker has this time
revisited their traditional 2-4-810 to offer users greater
readability.
Protected by a 2.7mm-thick
glass, the dial shows the date at
three o’clock, echoing the time
markers, being discreet without losing an ounce of its legibility. Markers and hands are legible in every
situation, including at night and in the water, thanks to the luminescent material with which they are
coated.
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TECHNICAL SHEET – AG7 XL - SPECIAL EDITION
REFERENCES:
AG7 XL – Limited Edition to 100 pieces (black dial & gold hands)
AG7 XL BLUE – Limited Edition to 100 pieces (blue dial & silver hands)
MECANISM:
Caliber : Automatique électrique
Frequency : 32.000 Hz
Power reserve : 120 days
CASE :
Diameter : 42,5mm – Stainless steel 316L
Glass : Antireflective Saphire crystal 2,7mm of thickness
Waterproofness : 200 meters
Dial : Black or navy – Hands and Markers in Super Luminova BGW9
Crown : Screw in – diameter 7,5mm
Caseback : Screw in Stainless steel 316L – Limited Edition engraving
Thickness : 13,5mm
STRAPS :
Delivered with 3 interchangeable straps : 1 leather strap, 1 rubber strap and 1 black tactical strap.
PRIX : 1250 € TTC
The limited edition of two sets of 100 pieces is available at our showroom at 18, Rue Vignon, 75009
Paris and also from our website at merairterre.com and from our authorised distributors.
This new timepiece, produced in a limited edition, once again combines a sense of detail,
understatement and aesthetic refinement.
It is an original creation which claims a rightful place in the MER-AIR-TERRE collection. Its attractive
fixed price is sure to catch the eye of many enthusiasts and lovers of beautiful objects.
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More informations about MATWATCHES
MATWATCHES has been the leading French company in the manufacture of military watches for ten
years. This watchmaker, based right in the heart of Paris near Place de la Madeleine specialises in the design
and manufacture of bespoke editions of mechanical Swiss watches with automatic winding for professional
clients.

“Exclusive collaborations with and for professionals such as the RAID (anti-terrorist unit), the Foreign
Legion in 2013 and US Naval Aviation in 2015”
The authenticity of the military roots of our company is reflected in the design of our watches. Uncompromising in
their conception, understated and pared down, the MER-AIR-TERRE (SEA-AIR-LAND) watches are greatly
prized by keen collectors of watches who appreciate fine workmanship.
The excellence and high standards of the Special Forces are seen in the values of our brand and disseminated
by the “happy few” who wear our watches. Today our club includes several thousand members, ambassadors
from the world of sport, cinema and the media such as Bruce Dickinson, Bixente lizarazu, Damien Chouly etc.
To meet the very rigorous specifications of these elite pieces, we use proven Swiss mechanical movements with
automatic winding, of great craftsmanship and recognised for their qualities of precision and reliability (ETA 28242, ETA 2893-2, Valjoux 7750).
Robustness, high level of readability and discretion are the keywords of this independent French brand.
Qualities which are based on confirmed technical characteristics such as the “DESTRO” award for the watch
created in 2011 for bomb disposal experts in civil security.
The MER-AIR-TERRE company bases its claims on the action on the wrists of the members of the French
Special Forces, on the performance of these all-terrain timepieces, tested and passed with flying colours in the
most extreme situations. We export to Japan, USA, SINGAPORE INDONESIA, etc., while retaining a very
restricted distribution chain with a network of exclusive boutiques and extremely attractive fixed prices.
All our watches are automatic, equipped with anti-reflective scratchproof sapphire crystal glass, with a screwdown crown and case-back and are watertight to 200 or 300 metres.

MATWATCHES - 18, rue Vignon - 75009 PARIS - Tel : +33(0)1 42 66 23 73
fabrice@matwatches.com - info@matwatches.com - www.matwatches.com - www.merairterre.com
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